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CRYSTAL

EXPERIMENTS
We used alum to mimic the
crystals we will grow on the
ISS. The crystals pictured
below were grown in under a
week using the methods of
supersaturation and crystal
seeding.

ABOUT

OUR PROJECT
We are developing a generic
Nanolab for crystal growth
experiments on the ISS since
crystals in space grow with fewer
impurities. These crystals can can
be used to advance the
development of drugs, electronics,
and metals. Our biggest goal as a
group is to make the Nanolab
versatile for researchers.
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PROTOTYPE

SYRINGE

DESIGN

EXPERIMENTS

The pictures above display
attempts of laser-cutting and 3Dprinting parts of our design.

MEETING

CRITERIA
KEY FINDINGS
1. Syringes do not leak liquid
2. GORE-TEX fabric on top of
test tubes allows for
evaporation but does not allow
liquid to escape
3. GORE-TEX fabric stops
crystals from growing outside
of the test tube

Our design is compatible with
numerous crystal growth
methods as it has syringes and
test tubes
The sensor modules which
surround the sides of the lab
make it versatile as sensors
can be placed where the
researcher wants them
Sides of the test tube will be
coated with hydrophobic spray
to eliminate the risk of water
accumulation on the sides

Our prototype features sensor
boards on all sides of the
Nanolab allowing researchers
to have the freedom to place
sensors where they want.

Below is our
prototype design.
The arrangement
of the cap, block,
peltier square,
and heatsink will
be on both sides
of the growth
chamber.
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Using the Don Pettit wetting
angle (80°) will allow the liquid
collect in the point of each end
of the container. Having a
string attached to each point
will have something for the
crystals to grow off of. The tube
portion of the container will be
clear (we used acrylic plastic)
so a camera can capture the
crystal growth.

Mechanics: We will have a peltier
square connected to a conductive
metal block, situated on both sides of
our container. This will allow for
heating and cooling options of the
solution. The container will have
holes for evaporation, covered by
gore-tex material (we used teflon tape
for our experiments) and an
absorbing material over the holes.
For positioning of each component,
we will have a peg-board box.
Video link:
https://youtu.be/ayqwBAj0Pfg
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Created a Graphic User Interface using python tkinter that interacts with the environment
using sensors to give data and to display information to the user
We were provided the sensors and raspberry pi by HUNCH.
Github and the official Sparkfun Tutorials were used to get the sensor working
Modified the raspberry pi settings to enable I2C overclocking to get the sensors to work.
There is a possibility of the Raspberry Pi overheating and may cause damage to the project.
Installed a failsafe to shut-off or reboot if certain temperature is reached.
Auto and remote start capabilities
Hardware & Buttons (Some coded)
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Crystal Growth Lab - Unit Heater (USB)
2 Motors
QUIC Distance Sensor - VCNL 4040
QUIC Environmental Combo - BME280/CCS881
RGB LED Light
Pi Camera

